Road Signs

Lesson #4

Read Pages 49-66

1.
Road signs use uniform ______________ and ______________, as well as
written instructions.
2.
The ______________ and ______________ of signs are coded to give you a
general idea of what the sign says, even before you are close enough to read it.
3.
______________signs direct drivers to follow certain traffic laws. You must
_________ these signs in order to drive in a safe and lawful manner.
4.
Speed limit signs indicate the ______________ speed at which you may drive on an
area of road.
5.
Parking spaces posted with a blue “______________ parking” sign are reserved for
vehicles displaying disability license ___________ or a disability parking ___________.
6.

Warning signs ____________ you to possible hazards ahead.

7.
Warning signs, _____________ markings, __________, and ______________
red lights are positioned at most railroad crossings.
8.
____________ signs with ____________ letters are used in construction and
work zones.
9.
These signs warn drivers of _________________ lanes of traffic, detours, and
other road work hazards.
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10. __________, __________, __________, flashing __________ and orange and
white-striped ________________ are all used to keep traffic out of construction areas or
areas where it is dangerous to drive.
11.

Indicates that a person with a _________ is ahead. Drive cautiously.

12. _____________ speeds are often posted in work zones. Motorists who violate the
posted speed limit in work zones when _______________ are present will be assessed a
$______ fine.
13. __________ signs point out historic sites, parks, and other points of interest.
(Historic, Cultural, and Recreational Signs)
14. __________ signs direct you to services such as telephones, gas, food, motels,
hospitals, and rest areas. (Motorist Services Signs)
15. __________ signs indicate exits, distance to cities, interstate interchanges, street or
route names, and bicycle routes. (Guidance and Information Signs)
16.

__________ signs indicate different types of roadways.

17. A driver shall not enter an ________________ controlled by a traffic-control
signal until the driver is able to move the vehicle ________________, continuously, and
________________ through the intersection without impeding or ________________
the movement of cross traffic.
18. A steady red light means “stop.”
Come to a complete stop at the stop _________, before the ______________, or before
______________ the intersection.
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19. If a “No ________ On _______” sign is posted at an intersection, you must wait for
the light to turn green.
20. A steady yellow light or arrow means “caution.”
Do not ___________ the intersection if you can stop ___________ before doing so.
21. A flashing yellow light or arrow means “caution.”
Vehicles turning left or making a U-turn to the left shall ___________ the right-of-way to
other vehicles approaching from the ________________ direction so closely as to
constitute an immediate hazard.
22. A green arrow means you can safely turn in the direction of the arrow.
Your turn should be “protected” from __________________ or crossing traffic.
23.

Lane Use Controls Signals:
A steady downward green arrow means you are
_____________ to _____________ in the lane below
the green arrow.
… you should prepare to _____________ into another
lane in a safe manner. A lane-control _______________ is
being made in the lane below the steady yellow X.
… you should prepare to _____________ into another
lane in a safe manner. The freeway lane below the steady
downward yellow arrow will be _____________.
A steady red X means you _____________ drive in the
lane under the steady red X signal.

24. _________ meters are signal lights on freeway ________________ ramps that
help control the flow of merging traffic.
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25.
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Pavement markings _______________ and _______________ traffic.

26. A line composed of white _____________ indicates that drivers can change lanes in
areas where this type of marking is present.
27. ______________ solid white lines indicate that lane changes are prohibited in areas
where this type of marking is present.
28.

_____________ lines separate traffic moving in _______________ directions.

29. Two ____________ yellow lines, one in each lane of traffic, indicate that passing is
_______________ in both directions.
30. ____________ arrows, which may be accompanied by the word “_______”
indicate that drivers must stay within a designated lane while turning onto the cross street.
31. A ______________ lane between lanes of traffic traveling in opposite directions
may be designated for _________ turns only.
32.

Carpool lanes are restricted to vehicles with _________ or _________ occupants.

33. Law enforcement officers and other individuals _____________ traffic on some
occasions. When an officer is present, obey any hand signals you are given
_____________ than traffic signals, signs, or pavement markings.

